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This paper describes the coupling of FEFLO, a general purpose compressible and incompressible flow solver based on adaptive unstructured grids with SIMPACT, a general purpose, large deformation, explicit structural dynamics code developed at the Center for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE). Details on the codes, as well as the coupling strategy employed are given. Examples illustrate the possibilities the present fluid-structure capability offers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to predict accurately fluid-structure interaction problems is of fundamental importance for design, analysis and reconstruction in many areas of mechanical and civil engineering. In order to characterize the effects of an accidental or intentional explosion close to a building, a coupled fluid-structure interaction calculation has to be carried out. The initial timescales of such events dictate the use of fluid and structure codes based on explicit timescales, and able to deal with strong shocks and large deformations and cracking. The present paper describes the coupling of two codes that are suitable for this class of problems: FEFLO, a general purpose CFD solver with SIMPACT, a general purpose explicit CSD code.

II. FEFLO

FEFLO was conceived as a general-purpose CFD code based on the following general principles:

- Use of unstructured grids (automatic grid generation and mesh refinement);
- Finite element discretization of space;
- Separate flow modules for compressible and incompressible flows;
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- ALE formulation for moving grids;
- Embedded formulation for dirty CAD/cracks/shock-structure interaction;
- Edge-based data structures for speed;
- Optimal data structures for different architectures;
- Bottom-up coding from the subroutine level to assure an open-ended, expandable architecture.

The code has had a long history of relevant blast applications\(^{24,1,25,2,3,4,5,6,28,7,30}\). For the prediction of blast loads, the FEM-FCT solvers\(^ {24} \) are used, as they offer the best compromise of accuracy and speed for this class of problems.

### III. SIMPACT

SIMPACT is a structural dynamics code that was developed at the International Center for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE), at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC). In order to respond to the increasing demand from the car industry for codes able to analyze what happens for impact/crash situations, SIMPACT was created as a general CSD code with explicit integration in time, as well as the following set of design principles:

- Lagrangian formulation;
- General large deformation analysis;
- Large, expandable finite element library;
- Fast contact search;
- Link of FSM, SPH and DPM.

Due to its capability to simulate the contact between surfaces, SIMPACT has also been increasingly used to simulate stamping processes. SIMPACT has a complete library of CSD elements that covers the wide range of approximations/simplifications required in CSD analysis. For the present work, the following element types were used:

- TRUSS: 2 node truss element.
- BEAM: 2-3 node isoparametric beam element based on the geometrically exact beam formulation in stress resultant. The total Lagrangian description is used for the element.
- QUAD4: linear 3 (triangular) or 4 (quadrilateral) node solid element for plane strain/stress or axisymmetric problems. The 4-noded quadrilateral element uses 2x2 Gauss point integration scheme with constant pressure in order to avoid volumetric locking, while the 3-noded linear triangular element uses 1 Gauss point and special time integration technique (split algorithm\(^{22}\)) to avoid volumetric locking\(^ {18,19}\).
- SHELQ: 4 node isoparametric quadrilateral shell element, with 2x2 Gauss integration scheme. Both the shell mid-surface and director field are interpolated with bilinear functions\(^ {13,14}\).
- SHELT: 6 node isoparametric triangular shell element, with 3 point integration scheme. Both the shell mid-surface and director field are interpolated with quadratic functions\(^ {13,14,37}\).
- BST: 3 node triangular shell element (Basic Shell Triangle) without rotational degrees of freedom, with one point per Gauss integration. The updated Lagrangian description is used in this element\(^{38}\). There is a set of elements based on the BST element included within the code\(^ {13,14,37,38}\).
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- **SOLID**: available both in linear 8 node hexahedral and 4 node tetrahedral 3D solid elements formulation for problems with large displacements and large plastic deformations. The 8-noded element uses a 2x2x2 Gauss point integration scheme with constant pressure in order to avoid volumetric locking, while the 4-noded uses a 1 Gauss point special integration technique (split algorithm\textsuperscript{42}) to avoid the volumetric locking.

SIMPACT also incorporates a wide range of different material models, among them elastoplastic and hyperelastic. The definition of the stress-strain curve can be linear or nonlinear, and the plasticity models include different kinds of hardening. These material models will simulate properly the response of metallic materials (steel, iron, aluminum, etc). For other, more complex materials like concrete or reinforced concrete, new models have been added to the code. Among these, we mention the continuum damage model\textsuperscript{34,35,36}. Furthermore, a crack generation and progression model has been implemented in SIMPACT as part of the present work. This model is able to be used across a wide variety of materials, including steel and concrete. This crack model was identified as a prime requirement for the shock/structure interaction studies considered.

**IV. COUPLING STRATEGY**

The question of how to couple CSD and CFD codes has been treated extensively in the literature\textsuperscript{40, 23, 26, 9, 10, 27, 5, 21, 41, 22}. Two main approaches have been pursued to date: strong coupling and loose coupling. The strong (or tight) coupling technique solves the discrete system of coupled, nonlinear equations resulting from the CFD, CSD, CTD and interface conditions in a single step. For an extreme example of the tight coupling approach, where even the discretization on the surfaces was forced to be the same, see Thornton\textsuperscript{40} and Huebner et al.\textsuperscript{24,41,22}. The loose coupling technique solves the same system using an iterative strategy of repeated ‘CFD solution followed by CTD solution followed by CSD solution’ until convergence is achieved (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Loose Coupling for Fluid/Structure/Thermal Simulations](image)

Special cases of this second approach include the direct coupling in time of explicit CFD and CSD codes and the incremental load approach of steady aero- and hydro-elasticity. The variables on the boundaries are transferred back and forth between the different codes by a master code that directs the multi-disciplinary run. Each code (CFD, CSD, CTD, ...) is seen as a subroutine, or object, that is called by the master code, or as a series of processes that communicate via message passing. This implies that the transfer of geometrical and physical information is performed between the different codes without affecting their efficiency, layout, basic functionality, and coding styles. At the same time, different CSD, CTD or CFD codes may be replaced,
making this a very modular approach. This allows for a straightforward re-use of existing codes and the choice of the 'best model' for a given application. The information transfer software may be developed, to a large extent, independently from the CSD, CTD and CFD codes involved, again leading to modularity and software reuse. For this reason, this approach is favoured for industrialization, and used here. Indeed, considerable effort has been devoted to develop general, scalable information transfer libraries\(^{26,32,8,12,20}\). The CSD/CTD codes linked to FEFLO to date include: DYNA3D\(^{26}\), PAM-CRASH\(^{33}\), GA-DYNA\(^4\), MARS\(^{29}\), NASTRAN\(^{10}\), FEHEAT\(^{11}\) and FEEGEN\(^{31}\).

V. EXAMPLES

![Figure 2: Blast In Tube: Elastic Case](image)

6.1 Blast In A Tube, Elasto/Plastic: As a first example, a small blast in a tube is considered. The TNT equivalent is 100 kg, and the tube, made of copper, has a diameter of 10 m, a length of 40 m, and a width of 2.48 mm. Two CSD discretizations were considered: the first had 5476 and the second 23914 triangular (BST) shells. The material model used was elastic and elasto-plastic with the following parameters: Young’s modulus: \( E = 117 \text{ GPa} \), Poisson coefficient: \( \nu = 0.35 \), density \( \rho = 8800 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), yield stress: 50 \text{ MPa} , fluency module: 0.1 \text{ Gpa} . The CFD mesh has approximately 464000 elements, and the embedded approach\(^{30}\) was used. The initial solution was interpolated from a highly detailed 1-D (spherical) solution. The origin of the explosion is at the base of the cylinder. In order to provide some measure of verification, SIMFACT was replaced by SA ICCSD, a similar in-house CSD code at SAIC\(^{39}\); while keeping the CSD discretizations the same. Figures 2,3 shows the evolution of the flowfield in the cut plane of the blast origin, as well as the surface of the CSD domain for the elastic and elasto-plastic cases for times \( t = 6,12,18,24 \text{ msec} \). Note the
deformation due to the blast, as well as the difference in the flow solution (particularly at $t = 24 \text{ msec}$) due to the fluid-structure coupling.

Figure 3: Blast In Tube: Elasto-Plastic Case

Figures 4a,b show a comparison of the average radial displacement at heights $h_0 = 0.0 \text{ m}$ and $h_1 = 1.0 \text{ m}$. Note the delay in the arrival time of the blastwave for the second of these, and the relative deformations of the models. The trend for each of these two cases is compared in Figure 5 to that of SIMACT to those of DYNA3D and SAICSD, two standard codes used for this type of analysis.

Figure 4a,b: Average Radial Displacements ($h = 0, 1 \text{ m}$)

Figures 5a-h show the average displacements and velocities for 12 points around the circumference at the base (h0) and half a meter from the base (h1). Note that as the mesh is refined, the results from SIMACT...
and SAICCSD become closer.

Figure 5a,b: Comparison of Displacements and Velocities (nshel=5476, h = 0 m)

Figure 5c,d: Comparison of Displacements and Velocities (nshel=23914, h = 0 m)

Figure 5e,f: Comparison of Displacements and Velocities (nshel=5476, h = 0.5 m)

Figure 5g,h: Comparison of Displacements and Velocities (nshel=23914, h = 0.5 m)
6.2 Blast In A Tube, Elasto/Plastic with Rupture: The ability to rupture materials during the simulation is an important requirement for the class of problems considered here. The same tube as before is considered, and the same explosive material and quantity. The thickness, however, has been reduced to 1 mm. Two breakup methods were implemented (see Figure 6). Both of them start by computing the plastic deformation at the Gauss points. This value is interpolated to the points at every timestep. A point is considered broken if the plastic deformation exceeds the rupture deformation. For copper, we considered a value of 50%. The first method (so-called free breakup) proceeds by introducing a new node for each of the elements surrounding a broken node (save one, which keeps the original node). The second method (so-called guided breakup) examines all edges (faces for volume elements) surrounding a broken node. The two with the highest tension are ‘opened’, and a new node is introduced. Both methods were compared for the example described above, using the finer CSD mesh. The origin of the explosion was placed at the bottom of the tube (as before). Figure 7 shows the deformation and cracking for the following times: $t = 5\,ms, 10\,ms, 20\,ms$, and Figure 8 the pressures in the mid-plane for $t = 10\,ms, 20\,ms$. One can observe that both methods yield similar results.

![Figure 6: Breakup Methods](https://www.scipedia.com)
Figure 7: Breakup Patterns for Both Methods (t = 5, 10, 20 ms)
Figure 8: Pressures in Cut Plane (Method 2, \( t = 10, 20ms \))

6.3 Blast In A Tube, Elasto/Plastic with Rupture: This is essentially the same case as before, but the explosion occurs at the center of the tube \((y = 20m)\). Figure 9 shows the deformation and cracking for the following times: \( t = 5ms, 10ms, 20ms \), and Figure 10 the pressures in the mid-plane for \( t = 10ms, 20ms \). As before, one can observe that both methods yield similar results.
Figure 9: Breakup Patterns for Both Methods (t = 5, 10, 20ms)
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

FEFLO, a general purpose CFD solver based on adaptive unstructured grids has been coupled with SIMPACT, a general purpose, large deformation, explicit structural dynamics code. The coupling was done using the loose coupling approach, which was found to give satisfactory answers for the class of problems considered to date.

Like every human endeavour, numerical algorithms are subject to continuous improvements. Present research is directed at the proper treatment of:

- Cracks, particularly pressure loading in faces in gaps;
- Concrete failure; and
- Treatment of ‘soft’ civil engineering materials.
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